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Abstract – Induction machines are widely used in industrial applications. Safety, reliability, 
efficiency and performance are major concerns that direct the research activities in the field of 
electrical machines. Even though the induction machines are very reliable, many failures can 
occur such as bearing faults, air-gap eccentricity and broken rotor bars. Therefore, the challenge 
is to detect them at an early stage in order to prevent breakdowns. In particular, stator current-
based condition monitoring is an extensively investigated field for cost and maintenance savings. 
In fact, several signal processing techniques for stator current-based induction machine faults 
detection have been studied. These techniques can be classified into: spectral analysis approaches, 
demodulation techniques and time-frequency representations. In addition, for diagnostic purposes, 
more sophisticated techniques are required in order to determine the faulty components. This 
paper intends to review the spectral analysis techniques and time-frequency representations. 
These techniques are demonstrated on experimental data issued from a test bed equipped with a 
0.75 kW induction machine. Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights reserved. 
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O&M  = Operation and Maintenance; 
WTG  = Wind Turbine Generator; 
MMF  = Magneto-Motive Force; 
MCSA = Motor Current signal Analysis; 
PSD  = Power Spectral Density; 
FFT   = Fast Fourier Transform; 
DFT  = Discrete Fourier Transform; 
MUSIC = MUltiple SIgnal Characterization; 
ESPRIT = Estimation of Signal Parameters 
via Rotational Invariance Techniques; 
SNR  = Signal to Noise Ratio; 
MLE  = Maximum Likelihood Estimation; 
STFT  = Short-Time Fourier Transform; 
CWT  = Continuous Wavelet Transform; 
WVD  = Wigner-Ville distribution; 
HHT  = Hilbert-Huang Transform; 
DWT  = Discrete Wavelet Transform; 
EMD  = Empirical Mode Decomposition; 
IMF   = Intrinsic Mode Function; 
AM   = Amplitude Modulation; 
FM   = Frequency Modulation; 
IA   = Instantaneous Amplitude; 
IF   = Instantaneous Frequency; 𝑓!    = Supply frequency; 𝑓!    = Rotational frequency; 𝑓!    = Fault frequency introduced 
by the modified rotor MMF; 𝑓!   = Characteristic vibration frequencies; 𝑓!"#   = Bearing defects characteristic frequency; 𝑓!"   = Bearing outer raceway defect 
characteristic frequency; 
𝑓!"   = Bearing inner raceway defect 
     characteristic frequency; 𝑓!"   = Bearing balls defect characteristic 
     frequency; 𝑓!""   = Eccentricity characteristic frequency; 𝑁!   = Number of rotor bars or rotor slots; 𝑠    = Slip; 𝐹!   = Sampling frequency; 𝑁    = Number of samples; 𝑤[. ]   = Time-window (Hanning, Hamming, etc.); 𝜏    = Time-delay; 𝜎!   = Variance; ℎ[. ]   = Time-window. 
I. Introduction 
In the field of energy production and many other 
industrial applications, the electrical drives are subject to 
various failures, possibly combined. These faults include: 
failure of power supply devices, failure of electrical 
machine, failure of mechanical load (wear or breakage of 
all or part of the bearings, shafts, gears, etc.), failure of 
control devices, failure of cables, connections, protective 
devices, etc. 
Induction machines are still the most important 
rotating electric machines in industry mainly because of 
their low price, ruggedness, efficiency and reliability. 
Although, the use of switching power converters has 
improved the performance of such machines and has 
extended its use to adjustable speed drives, the electrical 
machine lifetime has been reduced. This fact has 
increased the range of applications where the need of 
diagnostics is crucial. 
Typical faults in induction machines include: Stator 
faults; opening or shorting of one or more of a stator 
phase winding, broken rotor bar or cracked rotor end-
rings, static and/or dynamic air-gap irregularities, bent 
shaft and misalignment, bearing and gearbox failures, 
failure of one or more power electronic components of 
the drive system [1]. 
These failures are due to various causes, which are 
associated with the design, manufacture or employment 
processes. These faults can have as consequences: 
magnetic field distortion, risk of stator damages, 
overheating phenomena, risks of electric arcs, vibration 
effects, abnormally high or destructive currents, 
electromechanical torque oscillation, noise and problem 
of additional torque. If undetected, these faults may cause 
catastrophic failures. Consequently, it is mandatory to 
define a maintenance strategy. In particular, it is suitable 
to develop a maintenance strategy that meets the 
requirements of machine availability and operational 
safety, at minimum cost. Hence, condition based 
maintenance is the appropriate strategy that meets the 
reliability and availability requirements. 
Most methods for induction machine monitoring could 
be classified into several categories: vibration 
monitoring, torque monitoring, temperature monitoring, 
oil/debris analysis, acoustic emission monitoring, optical 
fiber monitoring, and current/power monitoring [2-3]. In 
particular, stator current based condition monitoring is an 
extensively investigated field for cost and maintenance 
savings [4-6]. Hence, in this paper attempts are made to 
highlight induction machine faults effects over the stator 
current. Moreover, emphasis is made on condition 
monitoring techniques based on stator current processing 
which is already measured on the drive system for other 
purposes such as control and protection. 
The remaining parts of the present paper are organized 
as follows. Section II reports on the condition monitoring 
techniques used in the industry and presents the 
induction machine faults effect over the stator currents. 
Section III summarizes the signal processing techniques 
commonly used in order to detect a fault and measure its 
severity. This section focuses on the spectral estimation 
techniques and the time-frequency representations. 
Finally, section IV concludes this paper and gives some 




Fig. 1. Classification of maintenance types [7]. 
II. Condition Monitoring of Induction 
Machines 
Shutdown of plants due to unexpected breakdowns 
and failures of induction machines are extremely costly 
in terms of time and money. Therefore, reducing 
operation and maintenance costs (O&M) is becoming a 
crucial motivation. Several techniques have been 
proposed for condition monitoring and faults detection in 
order to increase the reliability of such systems and 
therefore reduce the O&M costs. 
II.1. Maintenance Strategies 
The maintenance is required for almost all types of 
machines in various industrial applications in order to 
improve the reliability and decrease operating and 
maintenance costs. The type of maintenance that is 
performed can be classified as either corrective or 
preventive maintenance (see Fig. 1). The corrective 
maintenance is carried out after a failure and is intended 
to repair the system. The corrective maintenance presents 
several drawbacks: risk of catastrophic failures, 
production loss, and reliability decrease. The preventive 
maintenance is intended to reduce the probability of 
failure and include scheduled maintenance and condition 
based maintenance. The scheduled maintenance is 
considered as cyclic maintenance strategy which is 
carried out at predetermined intervals, whereas the 
condition based maintenance tries to find the optimum 
time for carrying out the required maintenance actions by 
monitoring the current state of a specific component. The 
scheduled maintenance can be either clock-based or age-
based maintenance. This means that components exposed 
to wear of fatigue are replaced regularly even if they are 
not at the end of their lifetime. Nevertheless, the 
scheduled maintenance presents a higher cost compared 
to corrective maintenance. 
Consequently, the most interesting preventive 
maintenance is the condition-based maintenance. The 
condition-based maintenance offers the possibility to 
schedule the maintenance activities. Moreover, the 
components may be used until their full life and defects 
may be detected at an early stage in order to prevent 
breakdowns and afterwards reduce downtime and 
maintenance cost. Even though such techniques require 
additional condition monitoring hardware and software, 
the overall maintenance cost is significantly decreased. 
The challenge concerning the condition-based 
maintenance is to determine when the maintenance 
actions must be performed. Monitoring the condition of 
components in order to be able to plan maintenance 
actions prior to failure and then minimize downtime and 
repair costs may do this. This aspect is still under 
investigation and several methods have been proposed 












Figure 1: Classification of maintenance types [10].
and maintenance costs. The type of maintenance that is performed can be clas-
sified as either corrective or preventive maintenance (see Fig. 1). The corrective
maintenance is carried out after a failure and is intended to repair the system.60
The corrective maintenance presents several drawbacks: risk of catastrophic fail-
ures, production loss, and reliability decrease. The preventive maintenance is
intended to reduce the probability of failure and include scheduled maintenance
and condition based maintenance. The scheduled maintenance is considered
as cyclic maintenance strategy which is carried out at predetermined intervals,65
whereas the condition based maintenance tries to find the optimum time for
carrying out the required maintenance actions by monitoring the current state
of a specific component. The scheduled maintenance can be either clock-based
or age-based maintenance. This means that components exposed to wear of
fatigue are replaced regularly even if they are not at the end of their lifetime.70
Nevertheless, the scheduled maintenance presents a higher cost compared to
corrective maintenance.
Consequently, the most interesting preventive maintenance is the condition
based maintenance. The condition-based maintenance o↵ers the possibility to
schedule the maintenance activities. Moreover, the components may be used75
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II.2. Induction Machine Condition Monitoring and 
Faults Detection Methods 
Condition based maintenance of induction machine in 
industrial applications is based on several parameters 
monitoring. According to the sensor measurement used, 
most methods for induction machine monitoring could be 
classified into several categories: vibration monitoring 
[8-9], torque monitoring, temperature monitoring, 
oil/debris analysis, acoustic emission monitoring, optical 
fiber monitoring, and current/power monitoring [2-3]. 
Most faults generated in induction machine or 
associated components cause additional vibrations. A 
bearing fault, for instance, can generate a radial rotor 
movement and a shaft torque variation in the induction 
machine, and consequently vibration of the whole 
electromechanical drive [8], [10]. Vibration monitoring 
has been intensively studied in academia and widely used 
in industrial applications. Therefore, commercial 
condition monitoring and fault detection system are 
mostly performed based on vibration monitoring [11]. 
However, this technique is sophisticated and costly [12]. 
Moreover, the vibration sensors are mounted on the 
surface of the electromechanical drives and can be 
difficult to access during induction machine operation. 
These sensors are subject to failures, which cause 
additional maintenance cost and affect the system 
reliability. For instance, it has been reported that sensor 
failures contribute to more than 14% of failures in wind 
turbine systems [13]. 
It has been demonstrated that most of faults lead to 
torque oscillations and rotor imbalance [14]. Hence, 
torque monitoring has been used to detect faults of the 
induction machine [10]. It has also been applied to detect 
generator stator windings short-circuit in a WTG [15]. 
However, the torque transducers need to be installed in 
the shaft to measure the electrical machine torque, which 
increase the cost and the complexity of the monitoring 
system. Temperature measurement is generally 
performed for bearing faults monitoring. The IEEE 
standard 841 points out that the stabilized bearing 
temperature rise at the rated load should not exceed 45°C 
[16]. Therefore, abrupt temperature increase (for 
example, the lack of lubrication) means the failure of the 
bearings. Much like, the temperature of gearbox oil in 
WTG should be in certain range during wind turbine 
rated operating conditions. The main drawback of 
temperature monitoring is that the measured temperature 
may be affected by multiple factors (environment 
temperature, stator current heating, and generator rotating 
speed) [17]. Oil/debris analysis is currently used for 
condition monitoring in industry [18]. In fact, analyzing 
the composition, content, size, and classification of wear 
particles in lubrication oil of bearings and many other 
components of induction machine allow determining 
their health conditions. However, this method only works 
for high power rating electrical machines with oil 
lubricated bearings. Many other methods exist such as 
acoustic emission monitoring [19], optical fiber 
monitoring, flux monitoring [20]. However, these 
techniques are more complicated in real-world 
applications and require additional sensors, which 
increase the price/complexity of the monitoring system. 
This survey of condition-based maintenance approaches 
highlights the need for a non-invasive, lower cost, most 
effective condition monitoring approach. A promising 
technique relies on current/power monitoring. It is based 
on current and/or voltage measurements that are already 
available for control and protection purposes. Hence, no 
additional sensors and acquisition devices are required. 
Moreover, current/voltage signals are reliable and easily 
accessible. It follows that current/power monitoring is of 
great economic interest and can be adopted by industry. 
Hence, several research activities have been focused on 
current based faults detection in electrical machines [21-
24]. Power measurements have also been investigated [25-
26]. However, the challenge in using current and/or 
voltage signals for condition monitoring is to propose 
signal processing techniques allowing to extract a fault 
detection and diagnosis criteria in stationary and non-
stationary environment (variable speed drives, WTGs, 
etc.) and intelligent diagnosis scheme able to classify 
faults and foresee a potential failure. 
II.3. Faults Effect over the Stator Current 
The induction machine faults lead to various effects 
on intrinsic parameters and quantities of the electrical 
machine, which can be classified in three major 
categories [27]: 
• Faults leading to eccentricity between stator and 
rotor: bearing defects, shaft misalignment and 
centering defect; 
• Failures introducing torque oscillations: 
mechanical load defect and bearing faults; 
• Defects leading to disturbance in magnetomotive 
forces: stator short circuit defects, broken 
electrical connections in the stator. 
These effects have an impact over the three phase 
stator currents. Two main contributions could be 
presented. The first considers the introduction of 
additional frequencies on the current power spectral 
density [1], [28]. The second states that the stator 
currents are phase and/or amplitude modulated due to the 
presence of a specific fault [14], [27]. 
II.3.1. Faults related frequencies 
A healthy induction machine contains a great number 
of spectral components due to its supply voltage, rotor 
slotting and possible iron saturation (see Table I). 
In presence of faults, additional frequency components 
appear on the stator currents spectrum. Several research 
activities have focused on these faults related frequencies 
monitoring [29], [30]. In particular, stator faults detection 
has been widely investigated with special attention to 
short-circuits [31-32]. Effective fault detection procedure 
may combine the use of fault detection techniques and 
the monitoring of turn-to-turn insulation in order to 
prevent catastrophic failure. 
TABLE I 
SYNOPSIS OF STATOR CURRENTS FREQUENCY COMPONENTS 
UNDER HEALTHY CONDITIONS 
 
Stator current 
harmonics Frequency Origin 
Fundamental 
frequency 𝑓!  Supply voltage 
Time harmonics 𝑛×𝑓! Supply voltage harmonics  
PWM inverters 
Rotor slot 
harmonics 𝑘  𝑁!   𝑓! ±   𝑛  𝑓! Modified airgap 
Saturation 




𝑛𝑓! ± 𝑓!   𝑛𝑓! ± 𝑓!   𝑛𝑓! ± 𝑓!   
 




MCSA has also been investigated for broken rotor bar 
and end-ring faults detection in induction machine [33-
35]. Hence, diagnosis procedure has been proposed that 
relies on monitoring frequency components at 1   ±   2𝑘𝑠 𝑓!, where 𝑘 ∈ ℕ. For 𝑘   ≠ 0, these 
components are usually called sideband components [36-
38]. 
Mechanical faults detection based on stator currents 
have been widely investigated. Bearings defects have 
been typically categorized as distributed or local [39-40]. 
Local defects cause periodic impulses in vibration 
signals. Amplitude and frequency of such impulses are 
determined by shaft rotational speed, fault location, and 
bearing dimensions (Fig. 2).  
Since ball bearings support the rotor, any bearing 
defect will produce a radial motion between the rotor and 
the stator of the machine (air-gap eccentricity), which 
may lead to anomalies in the air-gap flux density. As the 
stator current for a given phase is linked to flux density, 
the stator current is affected as well by the bearing 
defect. In [41-42], it has been demonstrated that the 
characteristic bearing fault frequencies in vibration can 
be reflected on stator currents. The relationship between 
vibration frequencies and current frequencies for bearing 
faults can be described by (1) 




Fig. 2. Bearing structure with main dimensions. 
where 𝑘   =   1, 2, 3, . . .  
It is well established that for bearing single-point 
defects, the characteristic stator current fault frequencies 
are good fault indicators [42-43]. In fact, by means of 
(1), it is possible to analyze the specific fault-related 
frequencies in order to find abnormalities in their 
amplitude values. There are a large number of papers 
dealing with the detection and diagnosis of bearing faults 
based on the stator current of the induction machine [43-
46]. Extensive investigations have been conducted on 
single defects, while generalized roughness (lubrication 
defects, wear of bearings, etc.) is of great interest. Table 
II gives a summary of bearing related frequencies in the 
stator current spectrum. 
Eccentricity fault effect has been studied to model the 
fault impact on stator current [47-49]. It has been proven, 
that under eccentricity faults, the stator currents contain 
the frequencies given by (2). It is worth noting that when 
other mechanical problems such as torque oscillation, 
these characteristic frequencies may be hidden. 
 𝑓!"" = 𝑓! 1 ± 𝑘 !!!!                           (2) 
II.3.2. Stator currents modulation 
In [14], [43], the authors have presented an analytical 
approach for the modeling of mechanical and bearing 
faults based on traditional magnetomotive force (MMF) 
and permeance wave approach for computation of the 
airgap magnetic flux density [50]. These studies have 
demonstrated that mechanical faults may lead to 
eccentricity and load oscillation faults. The eccentricity 
fault is responsible of the amplitude modulation of the 
stator currents and the load oscillation leads to frequency 
modulation of the stator currents. The modulation 
frequency depends on the operating conditions of the 
machine and the fault severity. Moreover, depending on 
the defective components of the bearings, the stator 
currents are modulated (amplitude and/or frequency 
modulation) [51]. 
In general way, in presence of fault, the current is 
sinusoidally frequency or amplitude-modulated signal. 
Based on this signal modeling approach, it seems that the 




SUMMARY OF BEARING FAULT-RELATED FREQUENCIES: 






According to [43] 
 
Eccentricity Torque oscillations 
Outer 
raceway  𝑓! ± 𝑘  𝑓!"    𝑓! ± 𝑘  𝑓!"  𝑓! ± 𝑘  𝑓!"  
Inner 
raceway 𝑓! ± 𝑘  𝑓!"   𝑓! ± 𝑓! ± 𝑘  𝑓!"  𝑓! ± 𝑘  𝑓!"  
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Figure 2: Bearing structure with main dimensions.
broken rotor bar and end-ring faults detection in induction machine [36, 37, 38].
Hence, diagnosis procedure has been proposed that relies on monitoring fre-
quency components at (1± 2ks)fs, where s is the machine slip, fs is the supply
frequency, and k 2 N. For k 6= 0, these components are usually called sideband185
components [39, 40, 41].
Mechanical faults detection based on stator currents have been widely inves-
tigated. Bearings defects have been typically categorized as distributed or local
[42, 43]. Local defects cause periodic impulses in vibration signals. Amplitude
and frequency of such impulses are determined by shaft rotational speed, fault190
location, and bearing dimensions (Fig. 2) [44].
Since ball bearings support the rotor, any bearing defect will produce a radial
motion between the rotor and the stator of the machine (air-gap eccentricity)
which may lead to anomalies in the air-gap flux density. As the stator current
for a given phase is linked to flux density, the stator current is a↵ected as well by195
the bearing defect. In [45, 46], it has been demonstrated that the characteristic
bearing fault frequencies in vibration can be reflected on stator currents. The
relationship between vibration frequencies and current frequencies for bearing
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However, this modeling approach suffers from many 
restrictive assumptions and lack of generality since it 
cannot be applied for all type of faults. 
II.3.3. Discussion 
The two approaches seem to be different. However, we 
can consider reasonably that the two approaches are 
equivalent since both of them assume introduction of 
frequency components in the stator currents due to faults. 
Moreover, the modulation approach is more restrictive 
than the first one since it supposes the upper sidebands and 
lower sidebands have the same amplitude. Furthermore, in 
the case of phase modulation, the amplitude of sidebands 
is governed by Bessel functions [27]. 
III. Stator Current Processing for Induction 
Machine Faults Features Extraction 
In the following, commonly used feature extraction 
techniques are presented. Specifically, we focus on the 
stationary techniques and the time-frequency 
representations. These techniques are demonstrated for 
bearing faults detection on a 0.75-kW squirrel cage 
induction machine. 
III.1. Stationary Techniques 
Techniques presented herein can be classified into two 
mean categories: the non-parametric techniques 
(precisely the periodogram and its extensions) and high-
resolution techniques. 
III.1.1 Periodogram and its extensions 
The power spectral density (PSD) 𝑃!(𝑓) of discrete-
time process is defined as the Fourier transform of its 
auto-correlation function [52]. The periodogram is a PSD 
estimator of a complex discrete-time wide sense 
stationary random process 𝑥[𝑛] and it is defined as 
follows 
 𝑃! 𝑓 = !! 𝑥[𝑛]𝑒!!!!"#!!!!!!!! !              (3) 
 
Hence, the frequency resolution is equal to the inverse of 
the signal acquisition duration. 
The periodogram is usually implemented using the 
FFT algorithm since it rapidly computes the DFT. It 
should be noted that the periodogram is biased (the 
distance between the average of the estimates, and the 
single parameter being estimated is not zero) and 
inconsistent estimator (the variance does not decrease to 
zero when the data record length goes to infinity) of the 
power spectral density [53]. This can be overcome if 
several realizations 𝑥![𝑛] of the same random process 𝑥[𝑛] are available. This is performed using Welch 
periodogram; the signal is split up into overlapping 
segments, the periodogram of each segment multiplied 
by a time-window is computed and then averaged. 
Hence, the Welch periodogram is defined as: 
 𝑃! 𝑓 = !! 𝑃!"(!) 𝑓!!!!                 (4) 
 
where 𝑃!"(!) represents the periodogram of the 
windowed signal 𝑥[𝑛]𝑤[𝑛 − 𝜏𝑘]. 
For illustration purpose, Figs. 3(a), and 3(b) depict the 
stator current periodogram, and the Welch periodogram, 
respectively. The periodogram was computed using a 
signal length of 10𝑠, a sampling frequency of 1𝑘𝐻𝑧, and 
the Hamming window. The Welch method splits the data 
into eight overlapping segments, each with a 50% 
overlap, computes the modified periodograms of the 
overlapping segments, and averages the resulting 
periodograms to produce the PSD estimate. Each 
segment is windowed with a Hamming window that is 
the same length as the segment. 
The Welch periodogram enhance estimation 
performance. Unfortunately, it decreases the spectral 
precision and resolution due to segmentation. In order to 
increase the frequency resolution, the signal acquisition 
time must be increased. Unfortunately, the stationary 
signal assumption may no longer hold if the signal 
acquisition time is too long. The periodogram and its 
extensions are non-parametric methods, i.e. they do not 
require any a priori knowledge about the signal. 
III.1.2 High resolution techniques 
If an a priori signal model is assumed, parametric 
methods can be employed to improve the frequency 
resolution. In fact, parametric methods can yield higher 
resolution than non-parametric methods in case where 
the signal length is short. This is due to their ability to 
resolve spectral lines separated in frequency by less than !! cycles per sampling interval, which is the resolution 
limit for the classical periodogram-based methods [54]. 
These techniques are generally called high-resolution 
methods and include three sub-classes: the linear 
prediction methods, the subspace techniques, and the 
maximum likelihood estimation. In this paper, we focus 




(a) Periodogram.     (b) Welch periodogram. 
 
Fig. 3. PSD of stator current with bearing fault vs healthy case. 


































The subspace class includes the MUSIC and ESPRIT 
approaches [54]. These techniques are considered as 
parametric methods for line spectra estimation. These 
approaches assume the noise to be a white Gaussian 
noise with zero mean and variance 𝜎!. These methods 
relie on singular value decomposition of the samples 
covariance matrix, which allow separating the signal 
subspace and the noise subspace. 
MUSIC is based on the eigenvalues decomposition of 
the covariance matrix 𝑹𝒙𝒙 of measurement data 𝒙[𝒏]   =    [𝑥 𝑛 , 𝑥 𝑛   +   1 ,… , 𝑥[𝑛   +   𝑀 − 1]]! and the 
computation of the associated eigenvectors. The summary 
of the MUSIC algorithm is described in algorithm (1). 
The MUSIC algorithm gives the pseudo-spectrum since it 
compute the frequency content of signals without 
calculating their power. To overcome this issue 
RootMUSIC has been presented. It computes the 
estimated discrete frequency spectrum, along with the 
corresponding signal power estimates. Figure 4(a) gives 
the MUSIC pseudo-spectrum of the stator current. 
However, although the performance advantages of MUSIC 
are substantial, they are obtained at a cost in computation 
(searching over parameter space) and storage. Moreover, 
its performance depends on the covariance matrix 
estimator and the SNR. 
To reduce computational cost of the spectral 
estimation, ESPRIT has been proposed. In fact, this 
technique relies on matrix eigenvalues computation, 
which allows directly extracting the frequency content, 
rather than leading to optimization problem like the 
MUSIC procedure. The ESPRIT method is given by 
algorithm (2). Figure 4(c) gives the PSD estimation 
based on ESPRIT. Since the ESPRIT procedure gives 
only the frequency content, least squares have been used 
for frequency bins amplitude estimation [52]. 
 
 
Algorithm 1: MUSIC algorithm 
 
Require: Signal samples 𝒙[𝑛]. 
1. Compute the covariance matrix estimate 𝑹𝒙𝒙 =!! 𝒙!!!!!! 𝑛 𝒙[𝑛]! . Where (. )!  refers to Hermitian 
matrix transpose. Since 𝒙[𝑛] has length M and we have 𝑁  observations of 𝑥[𝑛], we can construct a set of 𝐺 = 𝑁 −𝑀 + 1 different subvectors 𝒙[𝑛] !!!!!!. 
2. Compute the covariance matrix 𝑹𝒙𝒙eigenvlaues 
decomposition (EVD) 𝑹𝒙𝒙 = 𝑼𝚲𝑼!                             (5) 
Where 𝑼 is formed by the M orthonormal eigenvalues of 𝑹𝒙𝒙, and 𝚲 is a diagonal matrix containing the 
corresponding eigenvalues 𝜆!  listed in order of 
decreasing magnitude. 
3. Estimate the model order 𝑃 using information criteria 
rules [55]. 
4. Evaluate the cost function  ℑ(𝑓) = !𝒂!(!)𝑮 !!                             (6) 
Where . !  denotes the Frobenius norm and the column 
vector 𝒂(𝑓) is given by 𝒂 𝑓 = 1, 𝑒!  !!"!! , 𝑒!!  !!"!! ,… , 𝑒(!!!)!  !!"!!         (7) 𝑮 is formed by the 𝑀 − 𝑃 less significant eigenvalues 𝜆!  
spanning the noise subspace [56]. 
5. Find 𝑃 largest peaks of ℑ(𝑓) to obtain the frequency 
estimates. 
6. Return Frequency estimates. 
 
 
Algorithm 2: ESPRIT algorithm 
 
Require: Signal samples 𝒙[𝑛]. 
1. Compute the covariance matrix estimate 𝑹𝒙𝒙 =!! 𝒙!!!!!! 𝑛 𝒙[𝑛]! . Where (. )!  refers to Hermitian 
matrix transpose. Since 𝒙[𝑛] has length M and we have 𝑁  observations of 𝑥[𝑛], we can construct a set of 𝐺 = 𝑁 −𝑀 + 1 different subvectors 𝒙[𝑛] !!!!!!. 
2. Compute the covariance matrix 𝑹𝒙𝒙eigenvlaues 
decomposition (EVD) 𝑹𝒙𝒙 = 𝑼𝚲𝑼!                             (8) 
Where 𝑼 is formed by the M orthonormal eigenvalues of 𝑹𝒙𝒙, and 𝚲 is a diagonal matrix containing the 
corresponding eigenvalues 𝜆!  listed in order of 
decreasing magnitude. 
3. Estimate the model order 𝑃 using information criteria 
rules [55]. 
4. Obtain the signal subspace 𝑺 constituted of eigenvectors 
associated with the 𝑃 greatest eigenvalues. 
   𝑺𝟏 = 𝑰𝑴!𝟏 𝟎 𝑺𝑺𝟐 = 𝟎 𝑰𝑴!𝟏   𝑺                             (9) 
5. Compute the eigendecomposition of 𝑺𝟏𝟐 = [𝑺𝟏 𝑺𝟐  ] 𝑺𝟏𝟐 = 𝑬𝚲𝐄!                             (10) 
and partition 𝑬 into  𝑃×𝑃 submatrices 𝑬 = 𝑬𝟏𝟏 𝑬𝟏𝟐𝑬𝟐𝟏 𝑬𝟐𝟐                             (11) 
6. Calculate Φ the eigenvalues of Ψ = −𝑬𝟏𝟐𝑬𝟐𝟐!𝟏 
7. Frequency estimates 𝑓! = ∠(Φ!)2𝜋  
where ∠(. ) corresponds to the phase. 
8. Return Frequency estimates. 
 
 
Applications for induction machine faults diagnosis 
are available in [3], [57-59]. In [59], MUSIC and 
ESPRIT algorithms, and a zooming method were 
combined to reduce the computational cost of the spectral 
estimator. ESPRIT algorithm has been combined with 
Hilbert transform for broken rotor bars fault detection in 
[60], [61]. However, the performance of such techniques 








(a) ESPRIT-MLE-based PSD estimation. 
 
Fig. 4. PSD of stator current with bearing fault vs. healthy case using 
high-resolution techniques. 






















































A maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach 
has been used in [62-63] for mechanical faults (load 
oscillation and eccentricity faults) and bearing faults 
detection in induction machine. This technique exploits 
the faults frequency signature given in the literature to 
enhance the PSD estimation performance. For 
mathematical considerations on can refer to [62]. 
III.2. Non-Stationary Techniques Briefly 
The spectral estimation techniques presented earlier 
are badly suited for inverter driven induction motors, 
wind turbines and many other applications where the 
environment is predominantly non-stationary due to 
transient or variable speed conditions. In non-stationary 
conditions, fault detection is usually performed by using 
non-stationary approaches, such as time-frequency or 
time-scale representations [4], [64]. These approaches 
include the STFT, the CWT, the WVD and other 
quadratic distributions, and the HHT. For the sake of 
clarity, we restrict the presentation here to the discrete-
time mathematical formulation. For further details and 
continuous time equations, the reader could refer to [64]. 
All the representations, except the last one, have been 
implemented using the time-frequency toolbox of Matlab 
[65]. The HHT has been implemented using the G. 
Rilling’s subroutines for Matlab [66]. 
III.2.1 Spectrogram 
The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is based 
on the assumption that the signal is quasi-stationary over 
a short time. It is obtained by computing the Fourier 
transform for consecutive time frames. It is composed of 
three steps: first, the signal is divided into time segments, 
then a time-window ℎ[. ]  is applied to reduce sidelobe 
effects and finally, the spectrum of each windowed time 
frame is computed via the Fourier transform. This 
procedure, called the STFT, leads to a 3-D 
representation, which displays the frequency content over 
time. Let us consider discrete signals of period 𝑁. The 
window ℎ[𝑛] is chosen to be a symmetric discrete signal 
of period 𝑁 with norm ℎ   =   1. Mathematically, the 
discrete STFT can be expressed as [67] 
 𝑆! 𝑚, 𝑙 = 𝑥 𝑛 ℎ[𝑛 −𝑚]!!!!!! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 !!!!"#!         (13) 
 
For each 0   ≤ 𝑚   ≤ 𝑁, 𝑆! 𝑚, 𝑙  is calculated for 0   ≤ 𝑙   ≤ 𝑁 with 𝑁 FFT procedures of size 𝑁. The STFT 
is a linear transform i.e. 𝑆!!! 𝑚, 𝑙   =   𝑆! 𝑚, 𝑙   +  𝑆! 𝑚, 𝑙 . The spectrogram is defined as the squared 
absolute value of the STFT i.e.,   𝑆! 𝑚, 𝑙 !. 
Classical choices for ℎ[𝑛]   are the rectangular, 
Hanning, Hamming, or Gaussian window. The length of 
the window ℎ[𝑛]  determines the time and frequency 
resolution of the representation. This resolution is kept 
constant over the time-frequency plane, which means that 
STFT is a mono-resolution technique (Fig. 5(a)). In fact, 
a short window leads to a representation, which is fine in 
time but coarse in the frequency domain. Conversely, a 
long window leads to a representation, which is coarse in 
time but fine in the frequency domain regardless of the 
frequency range. This trade-off is formalized by the 
Heisenberg-Gabor uncertainty space [64]. Figure 6 gives 
the spectrogram of the stator current in the case of 
healthy and faulty induction machine. It appears from 
these figures that, in the presence of the fault, additional 
frequency components are present and the time-
frequency representation allow to track these components 
over the time and possibly track the fault severity. 
The STFT has been investigated for broken bars and 
bearing faults in [68]. Detection of rotor faults in 
brushless DC motors has been performed using fault 
frequencies estimation based on STFT in [69]. In [26], 
[70], the STFT performance has been compared with the 
DWT for broken rotor bars and shorted turns with 
increasing load torque. In [10], the STFT of 
electromagnetic torque estimation of driving induction 
machine has been used as a mean of mechanical torsional 
stresses monitoring. 
III.2.2 Scalogram 
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is obtained 
by breaking up the signal into shifted and scaled versions 
of a mother wavelet. Mathematically, the discrete 
wavelet transform can be expressed as [67] 
 𝑇! 𝑛, 𝑎! = 𝑥 𝑚   𝜉!∗[𝑚 − 𝑛]!!!!!!            (14) 
 
where (. )∗ denotes the complex conjugate, 𝑎! is the 
scale, and 𝜉![𝑛] is the mother wavelet. A discrete wavelet 








(a) Healty induction machine.  (b) Faulty induction machine. 
 


















(b) Multi-resolution approach (DWT).
Figure 5: Time-frequency resolution.









For each 0  m  N , Sx[m, l] is calculated for 0  l  N with N fast
Fourier transform (FFT ) procedures of size N . The STFT is a linear transform
i.e. Sx+y[m, l] = Sx[m, l] + Sy[m, l]. The spectrogram is defined as the squared
absolute value of the STFT i.e.,|Sx[m, l]|2.
Classical choices for h[n] is the rectangular, Hanning, Hamming or Gaussian365
window. The length of the window h[n] determines the time and frequency
resolution of the representation. This resolution is kept constant over the time-
frequency plane which means that STFT is a mono-resolution technique (Fig.
5(a)). In fact, a short window leads to a representation which is fine in time
but coarse in the frequency domain. Conversely, a long window leads to a rep-370
resentation which is coarse in time but fine in the frequency domain regardeless
of the frequency range. This trade-o↵ is formalized by the Heisenberg-Gabor
uncertainty space[68].
The STFT has been investigated for broken bars and bearing faults in [72].





























𝜉! 𝑛 = !!! 𝜉 !!!                            (15) 
 
The DWT is a linear transform i.e. 𝑇!!! 𝑛, 𝑎!   =  𝑇! 𝑛, 𝑎!   +   𝑇! 𝑛, 𝑎! . The scalogram is defined as 
squared absolute value of the DWT i.e.,   𝑇! 𝑛, 𝑎! !. 
A classical choice for 𝜉! 𝑛  is the Mexican-Hat, 
Morlet or Daubechies wavelets. Rigorously speaking, the 
DWT leads to a time-scale representation since it 
displays the signal time evolution at different scales. 
However, there is a direct link between scale and 
frequency. Indeed, if the central frequency of the mother 
wavelet 𝜉! 𝑛  is 𝑓!, the scale 𝑎! focuses on the frequency 
content at 𝑓 =    !!!!. As opposed to the STFT, the DWT is a 
multi-resolution technique, which favors the time-
resolution at high frequencies and the frequency 
resolution at low frequencies (Fig. 5(b)). Unfortunately, 
the wavelet transform is also limited by the Heisenberg-
Gabor principle. Figure 7 gives the stator current 
scalogram in the case of healthy and faulty machine.  The 
same conclusion can be drawn as in the case of the 
spectrogram. The main advantage for the scalogram is 
high resolution when the fault frequency signature is in 
the high frequency range. 
The Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) has been 
widely investigated for electrical machines monitoring 
based on the stator current [71]. Detection of dynamic 
eccentricity in brushless direct current (BLDC) motors 
operating under dynamic operating conditions has been 
performed in [72]. In [11], the CWT-based adaptive filter 
has been used to track the energy in the prescribed time-
varying fault-related frequency bands in the power signal 
in order to perform a cost-effective diagnosis for wind 
turbines application. The analysis of current transient in 
induction machine has been employed in [73] using the 
CWT and B-splines for broken rotor bars fault detection. 
III.2.3 Wigner-Ville and other quadratic distributions 
As opposed to the previous techniques, which focus 
on the decomposition of the signal itself, the WVD 
focuses on the decomposition of the signal energy in the 
time-frequency plane. Mathematically, the WVD of 
discrete signal 𝑥[𝑛] can be expressed as [67] 





(a) Healty induction machine.  (b) Faulty induction machine. 
 
Fig. 7. CWT modulus. 
The time-frequency resolution of WVD is not 
constrained by the Heisenberg Gabor inequality. However, 
the WVD is non-linear since 𝑊 !!! ,(!!!) 𝑛, 𝑘     ≠𝑊!,! 𝑛, 𝑘   +   𝑊!,! 𝑛, 𝑘 . This non-linearity is responsible 
for the introduction of interference terms. These interference 
terms can make the time-frequency representation difficult 
to interpret and may lead to misleading interpretations. To 
reduce interference terms, the analytic signal is usually 
employed instead of the signal itself. Furthermore, several 
authors have proposed extensions of the WVD for 
interference reduction at the expense of reduced resolution. 
These extensions have been unified by the Cohen’s class of 
time-frequency distributions [74]. The Cohen’s class 
includes many commonly used time-frequency distributions 
such as the Pseudo Wigner-Ville, the Choi-Williams, and 
the Zhao-Atlas-Marks Distributions [75]. The Wigner-Ville 
distribution exhibits good time and frequency resolution, but 
it introduces some artifacts in the signal time-frequency 
representation. In order to remove these cross-terms, a 
smoothed version of the Wigner-Ville distribution has been 
proposed. Figure 8 gives the Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-
Ville distribution with Hanning smoothing window. 
In [14], [51], the authors have proposed the WVD and 
its extensions in order to perform a time-frequency 
representation which allows to distinguish load oscillation 
from eccentricity fault in variable speed induction motors. 
In [76], the Zhao-Atlas Marks distribution has been used 
to enhance non-stationary fault diagnostics in electric 
motors. In [69], the broken rotor bars fault in Brushless 
DC motors operating under non-stationary conditions has 
been investigated using the WVD. The short-circuit 
detection in permanent magnet synchronous motor 
(PMSM) have been performed using WVD in [77] in the 
case of steady-state conditions and speed transients. 
III.2.4 Hilbert-Huang transform 
The Hilbert-Huang Transform (HTT) is the extension 
of the Hilbert transform for multi-component signals 
(sum of modulated sine waves). This technique is 
composed of 2 steps: i) first, the signal is decomposed 
into a sum of amplitude- and frequency modulated 
mono-component sine waves using an Empirical Mode 
Decomposition, and then ii) the instantaneous amplitude 
and frequency are extracted using a demodulation 
technique [78] usually the Hilbert transform. Finally the 
time-frequency representation is obtained by displaying 
the time evolution of the instantaneous amplitude and 




(a) Healty induction machine.  (b) Faulty induction machine. 
 
Fig. 8. WVD distribution. 
– Empirical mode decomposition (EMD): 
 The EMD has been originally proposed by Huang 
[79]. As opposed to the previous techniques, the EMD is 
essentially defined by an algorithm and does not admit an 
analytical definition [66]. The algorithm is described by 
the following steps [79]: 
ü Identification of all extrema of 𝑥[𝑛]. 
ü Interpolation between minima (resp. maxima) 
ending up with some envelope 𝑒!"#[𝑛] (resp. 𝑒!"#[𝑛] [n]). 
ü Computation of the mean: 
 𝑚 𝑛 =    !!"# ! !  !!"# !!                  (17) 
 
ü Extraction of the detail: 
ü  𝑑 𝑛 =   𝑥 𝑛 −𝑚[𝑛]                   (18) 
 
ü Iteration on the residual 𝑚[𝑛]. 
In practice, this algorithm has to be refined by a 
shifting process until 𝑑[𝑛] can be considered as zero-
mean. After this procedure, the detail 𝑑[𝑛] corresponds 
to an amplitude- and frequency- modulated (AM/FM) 
sine wave called Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF). By 
iterating the algorithm on the residual 𝑚[𝑛], the EMD 
extracts several IMFs until a stopping criterion is 
reached. 
 
– Instantaneous amplitude (IA) and frequency (IF) 
extraction: 
The IA and IF of each IMF can be extracted using 
demodulation techniques. To achieve this task, the 
Hilbert transform is used. In this case the transformation 
is called, the HHT. 
Finally, the time-frequency representation is obtained 
by displaying the evolution of IA and IF for each IMF in 
the time-frequency plane. In order to illustrate the 
performance of the HHT, Fig. 9 gives the time-frequency 
representation of the stator current. It seems that when 
the fault occurs the stator current is frequency modulated. 
The modulation frequency is less than the fundamental 
frequency. This result is in accordance whit the results 
presented in [42-43]. In fact, the sidebands around the 
supply frequency are the proof that the stator currents are 
frequency or amplitude modulated depending on the 
defected component of the bearing. 
The EMD has been used in [77] to extract IMFs for 





(a) Healty induction machine.  (b) Faulty induction machine. 
 
Fig.9. Hilbert Huang transform. 
The HHT has been applied to the stator startup current to 
diagnose the presence of rotor asymmetries in induction 
machines in [80]. The demagnetization fault in PMSM is 
analyzed by means of decomposition of stator currents 
obtained at different speeds using HHT in [81]. 
IV. Conclusion 
This paper has reviewed the induction machine fault 
detection and diagnosis techniques through a stator 
currents processing. Attempts have been made to 
highlight current trends (high resolution techniques, 
time-frequency/time-scale approaches, etc.). An accurate 
choice of signal processing techniques for fault detection 
for several induction machine operating conditions is a 
key issue. In fact, in transient or in variable speed and/or 
load, a short data acquisition time is required. 
 
Then, a reliable and efficient technique must be chosen in 
order to compute an indicator directly related to the fault 
severity or to stating its occurrence. However, despite of 
the rich literature, the choice of a particular 
representation is not an easy task since several 
parameters must be taken into account. 
Using these techniques, additional post-processing 
algorithms are required to determine the fault-related 
frequencies and to extract a fault detection criterion. In 
fact, once the frequency spectrum is computed, empirical 
algorithms are used in order to reveal frequency 
signatures in the spectrum within various frequency 
ranges depending on the failure to be diagnosed. If 
predicted frequency patterns are present in the spectrum, 
a positive diagnosis is returned. 
In addition to that, to perform induction machine 
faults diagnosis, a further step is required to achieve a 
reliable and efficient diagnosis. The artificial intelligence 
(AI) techniques have been proposed as useful tools to 
improve the diagnosis, mainly during the decision 
process. The AI techniques include several sophisticated 
approaches such as artificial neural networks, support 
vector machine, Fuzzy logic and many others. 
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